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M

y name is Julie Hall and I’m 40 something! I’m married to Rob and in our
younger days we both owned a motorbike, I had a Honda 125 and Rob owned and raced
various speed bikes and motocross. Sadly pregnancy forced the sale of my bike so my biker days
were very short lived but I remember them as
great fun.
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Rob suggested this year that we buy a bike, he suggested an R1 unfortunately for him I suggested
otherwise, I’d prefer to live a little longer thank
you.
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We compromised and very reluctantly (for Rob)
started to look at Harley Davidson motorbikes, we
fell in love with a Sportster, bought it and went to
our first ride out from Eddys on the 25th March, we live the other side of Pateley Bridge
so we left our home quite early, steadily and with much apprehension not knowing what
to expect. We were very surprised how many new members had turned up, 56 I think
someone said. We all gathered around in a group to hear which route we were taking,
couldn’t believe it, we were riding back out to Pateley Bridge!
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When we left Eddy’s we were so excited and very surprised at how the Marshalls hold
back the traffic to let the bikes through, we thought at first that it was just to get us on
our way from Eddy’s but as it happened on most junctions and roundabouts we couldn’t
stop laughing, we felt so important and waving to children and people who stopped to watch us pass, absolutely
great, we loved it. Had a great Sunday lunch at The Hopper Lane Hotel and met lots of lovely people, we half
expected sweaty bikers with an attitude but it was the
opposite, genuine nice folk.
We went to Blackpool on Sunday 1st April, again a great
buzz, met even more nice people and had a fantastic time.
On Wednesday 5th April we bought a Softail Springer and
have booked to go to the HOG on the Humber, Thunder
in the Glens and maybe even a trip abroad, there’s just no
stopping us.
Julie Hall
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E DITORIAL

A

fter such a great start to the
season weather-wise in
April, May has turned out to
be something of a disappointment. I
managed quite a bit of early-season
biking to the point where I had to
increase the annual mileage allowance under my insurance policy, but
sadly May has been largely bike-less
owing to an extended trip to the USA
(without the bike).
My trip included a visit to Alaska
where, despite the climate, there are
many active Harley riders. In fact I
was waiting at the border between
Canada and Alaska near Skagway, at
the top of the Chilcot pass (the one
used by the Yukon gold-rush hopefuls), when a full complement of
suitably attired bikers came through.
They were on the mid part of a long
journey taking in much of North
America, and with a “who-knowswhere-next” view of their itinerary
which seems to be the way of many
an itinerant biker I meet on my travels.
June will hopefully be a different
story, and I have lots of biking activities planned for the Summer months.
Take a look at the events schedule
published in last month’s AVT, and
at the announcements on page 6 of
this AVT for some details, and don’t
forget to check the web site and the
AVT hotline for the latest information.
New Members Ride
Thanks to Mick Pierce for providing notes on the New Members Rideout which this year was blessed with
good weather.
What a shock this year! In excess of
50 bikes turned up for the first ride
of the year, when new members,
those with bikes running them in and
anyone else who was unsure about
riding in a group (or just couldn’t
wait till the following week) met at

the shop before setting off to The
Hopper Lane Inn on the A59 for
lunch – via Headingley, Otley,
Grassington and Pateley Bridge.
43 people sat down for lunch together and it was a chance for folks to
meet each other in such good surroundings with great food.
The occasion gave the Road Captains
(old and new) a chance to aid the
riders and practice everything for the
“Rain or Shine” ride on 1st April.
Thanks to everyone for turning up; it
was a great start to the season, also
for the kind comments and encouragement I received on behalf of the
group.
A warm welcome to all and in particular to the half-a-dozen or so lady
riders who attended on Sunday. Its
great to see the ladies enjoying themselves - what an achievement!
Rain or Shine Ride
The Rain or Shine ride-out to Blackpool was also blessed with great
weather this year. The turn-out was
immense - over 80 bikes set off from
Eddy’s under the stewardship of over
10 Road Captains who had one heck
of a job keeping everyone together
over the winding roads of Yorkshire
and Lancashire. The route took us
over to Todmorden and then up
through Whalley and Inskip to assemble on the Blackpool sea-front which
unfortunately was not only extremely busy but also almost completely dug-up with work on the new
promenade.

Ian McNeill, Editor

guidance and try to ride in the recommended format.
The next organised Club Ride-out is
on July 1st, but there will be an informal ride on the 17th June for
those not in Spain.
I look forward to seeing you all soon,
and ride safe.
Ian McNeill

Note:
This month we said farewell to Kevin
Sharman who has resigned as Editor
owing to work commitments. Our
thanks to Kevin for his contribution
over the last two years.

All riders sat down to a splendid Sunday Lunch before setting off for independent rides home.
I cannot stress enough the difficulty
that the Road Captains face on a rideout of this size, and I would call upon
everyone who participates in these
large group rides to listen to their

Kevin Sharman
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S HOP T ALK ,

he news from Eddy’s this
month is all about the
new 2007 Harley models
now in stock at the dealership.
For those of you who missed the
open weekend in May (per flyer
below), don’t forget to call in at
the dealership as soon as you can
to see the new models and arrange a test ride.
I am sorry I have not been able to
write more this month but I am
away racing in the Isle of Man at
the moment but I look forward
to seeing you soon.
Regards
Eddy

BY
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D IRECTOR ’ S C UT
ello everybody and welcome to the summer
edition of the AVT. Since writing in the last
AVT in February we truly have a lot more
water under the bridge!

Having just completed my first European rally of the season,
a trip to St Tropez to the new European festival as it is
called, I am just drying out my touring pack. We had one
wet day on the trip down and then a monsoon on the way
home; luckily my bike was un-rideable on monsoon day due
to the development of an egg in the tyre wall! Sourcing a
replacement proved particularly difficult due to the bike
shops in France all closing on Mondays. 8 hours sitting in a
café ringing every tyre shop in the region, the AA, HOG
UK, a French director I know, and the sister in law of one
of my travelling party we finally tracked a tyre down 55
kilometres away. At one stage we had the following options:
1.

Stay another night in the hotel and ride 600 miles the
next day knowing we would miss the ferry

2.

Hire a van and drive back to the uk

3.

Catch a train back

4.

Get a hire car leave the bike and then fly back to pick
the bike up the following week!

I can tell you its well worth reading the small print in your
European breakdown cover, because the bottom line is if all
the dealerships are closed along with the tyre shops on a
Monday, you are not going anywhere! Thankfully we remained calm and through persistence and fully exploring all
options by luck or crook we got a tyre fitted, knocked off a
hundred miles, left an achievable 500 miles drive the next
day, set off at 6am and made the ferry to arrive back in England on schedule.
For anyone thinking of going next year, I can recommend
the trip, the site is a lot less crowded than the European
rally, thus meaning accommodation is easy to find unlike
Faaker See and the main euro rally due to the sheer numbers
involved. That said, I would estimate there were a good
four thousand present and of course a location second to
none.
Now on to more pressing matters, Much published and debated we are not holding a club rally this year due to Odd
Ball running its course and no alternative being readily available. Sentiment is one thing, fact is another, and the bottom
line is I am elected by you the members to make the right
decisions for the club given all the options, and the right
decision was to end the Odd Ball in its current format and
location now.

I must however remind all members new and old that as a
club we have a full program of events, 11 club meetings,
Hog On The Humber, 10 ride outs, the opportunity to attend at least one HOG rally each weekend, at least 4 central
European rallies and of course the open road to keep you
entertained. If you cannot find something to keep you happy
in that little lot well, I need say no more!

However one thing we will be doing this year is having a
10th Birthday party; last year I organised a 9th birthday party
and as I said when re elected we are having a 10th Party.
At time of going to print this event is not finalised due to
my chosen venue being double booked, I am aiming to have
the event on Saturday 11th August but if this date falls down
I will decide on another! The event will be free to club
members, with the opportunity to invite guests at a fee of
£10 per head; members attending must register and obtain
tickets. Once the location and exact date is known I will
write to everybody including a registration form. The event
will include a T Shirt and pin which will be in conjunction
with Eddy Wright as our sponsoring dealer for the last 10
years; some feat on its own to have one sponsoring dealer
throughout all that time!
By the time you read this the 4th Hog On the Humber will
have been completed, thanks therefore go to Rob and the
team for all their hard work in organising this event by no
means a small task, and most of the time thankless!
The summer is now truly under way, with ride outs and
rallies coming at us from all directions. Here’s hoping the
rain holds off!
Ride and Have Fun
Jonnie No-Bike
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again lights lit up on the computer (not quite as many as the
first faculty member, but...) and it began a conversation
A woman and her husband were riding their Harley Electra
with the scientist about molecular biology, brain surgery and
Glide on vacation, but had to interrupt their trip to go to the
international monetary policy.
dentist.
When they tested it on the third faculty member, his finger
"I want a tooth pulled and I don't want to waste any time
slipped at the keyboard and typed in 73 instead of 173. Not
with any pain killers because we're in a big hurry," the
much happened -- just one little light, it the upper right hand
woman said. "Just extract the tooth as quickly as possible
of the computer display, slowly dimmed then grew
and we'll be on our way."
stronger, then dimmed... Finally the computer said....
The dentist was quite impressed. "You're certainly a coura"So, how's the Harley running'?"
geous woman," he said.
________________________________
"Which tooth is it?" The woman turned to her husband and
Misunderstood!
said, "Show him your tooth, dear."
A Tough Cookie?

________________________________
Whadaya Wanna Drink?
A very pompous minister, a strict tee total, was seated next
to a biker on a flight to Majorca.
After the plane was airborne, drink orders were
taken.
The biker asked for a beer, which was brought
and placed before him.
The flight attendant then asked the minister if he
would also like a drink.
He replied in disgust, "I'd rather be savagely
raped by a brazen whore than let liquor touch
these lips."
The biker then handed his beer back to the flight attendant
and said, “I didn't know there was a choice.”
________________________________
How Bright are you?
In the Computer Science Dept. at King’s College, University of London they built this super computer with artificial
intelligence that could carry on a conversation with anyone
at their relative intelligence level.
All one had to do was type in their IQ and the computer,
through its' voice activated-sound generating processor,
would begin the conversation.

A biker stops by the Harley Shop to have his bike fixed.
They couldn't do it while he waited, so he said he didn't live
far and he would just walk home.
On the way home he stopped at the hardware store and
bought a bucket and an anvil.
He stopped by the feed store/livestock dealer and
picked up a couple of chickens and a goose.
However, he now had a problem: how to carry
all of his purchases home.
The owner said, "Why don't you put the anvil in
the bucket, carry the bucket in one hand, put a
chicken under each arm and carry the goose in
your other hand?" "Hey, thanks!" the biker said,
and out the door he went.
But in the parking lot he was approached by a little old lady
who told him she was lost. She asked, "Can you tell me
how to get to 1603 Mockingbird Lane?" The biker replied,
"Well, as a matter of fact, I live at 1616 Mockingbird Lane.
Let's take my short cut and go down this alley. We'll be
there in no time."
The little old lady looked him over cautiously, then said, "I
am a lonely widow without a husband to defend me. How
do I know that when we get in the alley you won't hold me
up against the wall, pull up my skirt, and ravish me?"
The biker said, "Holy smokes lady! I'm carrying a bucket,
an anvil, two chickens, and a goose.

So they thought they would test it out on several of the
King’s faculty.

How in the world could I possibly hold you up against the
wall and do that?"

The first faculty member typed in his IQ at 187 and a bunch
of lights on the computer began flashing, then it began a
conversation with the scientist on the origins of the universe,
mathematical proof of the existence of black holes, and existential philosophy.

The lady said, "Set the goose down, cover him with the
bucket, put the anvil on top of the bucket and I'll hold the
chickens."

The second faculty member then typed in an IQ of 179 and

email your (publishable) joke to editor@avhog.co.uk

________________________________
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Thunder in the Glens Rally, Aviemore
24th - 27th August 2007

T

he first rally hosted by Dunedin Chapter took place
in 1996 in Aviemore. It was also adopted that year
by HOG as the first Harley-Davidson UK national
rally. Since those early days the event has come a long way
to reach what is now affectionately know as the Thunder in
the Glens rally. In 2007 Dunedin Chapter will host their
11th anniversary rally in the spiritual home of Aviemore.
This years event promises to be better than ever. Don’t just
take our word for it come along and experience the thrill of
riding through the scenic mountains and glens, world famous Celtic hospitality and a party to end all parties.
Pre Registration closes Saturday 7th July.
———————————————————

South Of England Rally
3rd - 5th August 2007

T

o pre-register, if you are a H.O.G. member resident in the UK (including Channel Islands): print
the registration form (on the AVHOG web site) ,
complete as indicated, and send the bottom portion with
your cheque or P.O to the address on the form to get there
by 24 JULY 2007. You can also buy tickets on-line, at a
Chapter Night or at a Dealership, as indicated on the web
site (see 'Buy Tickets!' in the 'Booking' menu at
www.sofer.uk.com). However, before travelling to a
Chapter Night or a Dealership, check with the relevant
contact concerning stock/availability, and be ready to produce your H.O.G. membership card.
ACCOMMODATION
Every booking includes a FREE camping place. If you do
not want to camp you can book or reserve NRA on-site, or
off-site accommodation: see the 'Accommodation' page of
the Rally web site www.sofer.uk.com ('Booking' Menu).
———————————————————

Hoggin’ the Beaver IV
13th - 15th September

T

his event is being held in support of the Lincs and
Notts air ambulance service at the Dirty Duck,
Woolshthorpe by Belvoir (also known as the Rutland Arms).

Tickets are £22.50 and include a pin, t-shirt, camping and a
weekend of fun.
Contact assistdir@sherwoodchapter.co.uk
———————————————————

Fenlanders Chapter HOG
15th Annual Rally
The Roamin’ Legion
26th—29th July 2007

A

nother 4-day extravaganza from Thursday 26th to
Sunday 29th July 2007 at Fakenham Racecourse,
Norfolk. Pre-booked tickets are £25, and cost £30
on the gate. No day passes will be issued.
Caravans and Campervans will be at an extra cost of £15
per night, booked directly with the racecourse. Only 20
pitches are available, first come first served.
———————————————————

Accommodation in Norfolk

B

iker-friendly B&B with very special rates for group
bookings. Come and visit at The Eiders near Cromer. We have six rooms, all en-suite with room for
12 people. Rates from £55 per room per night (covers 2
people). Rate for all six rooms is £390 per night including
breakfast.
Special weekly rates for rooms are available. Large HOG
garage available for secure parking.
Call 01263 837280 or email eidersnorfolk@aol.com.

Sherwood Chapter Annual Rally
31st August - 2nd September 2007

T

he event will be held at Woodlands Waters Country Park, Ancaster, Grantham Lincs. There will be
Live Music, Disco, All-day bar and Food with trade
stalls, a Tattooist and Fireworks.

Be sure to check the

Pre-booked tickets are £25 and come with a commemorative Pin. HOG members and invited guests only.

0113-245-2550

Aire Valley Hot Line
for last minute details of upcoming AV HOG events.
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FOR SALE - Ferry Tickets for European Rally
I had planned to attend the International rally but unfortunately now I cannot. I have a ferry ticket from Portsmouth
to Balboa that due to these unforeseen circumstances I cannot now use.
Details as follows;
Depart Portsmouth 13th June 2007;
return Balboa 30th June 2007;
Cost; £250;
Price includes 1 x Passenger and motorcycle.
Please contact Terry on this e mail
(tcavanagh@tcavanagh.karoo.co.uk) or phone 07837
989856.
————————————–———
FOR SALE - Tickets for European Rally
I was going to go to the European HOG rally in Spain. Unfortunately due to unforeseen circumstances, I am no longer
able to go. I have one Member ticket with rally pack £50
and one guest without rally pack £47. Also, it might be
worth mentioning that when a member buys a ticket they
are only able to buy one guest, so if anyone is wanting to
take along some friends who have not yet decided whether
to join HOG there are two here for them.
Contact me, if interested:
Graham Pearce
01484 644806
———————————————–
Riding Buddies Wanted
I have pre-booked a number of Rallies as below, if anyone
wishes to ride in a group to any of these events then please
contact me. I tend to set off early Friday morning or Midday.
Circus Maximus 15th June Chester
Fenlander 26th July Norfolk
Thunder - Glens 24th August Aviemore
Sherwood 31st August Lincolnshire
Heart n Soul 21st September Newcastle
Regards, Brian Roche
Phone: 01132 932 798 or 07836 652 100
————————————————
Ladies Leathers Wanted
I have been trying to buy a set of leathers for my wife but
because she is only 5’ 3 all that fits her around the chest and
waist are too long in the legs and arms. Does anyone know
anyone local to Leeds – Pudsey that will alter motorcycle
leathers?
Email: i.garrick@ntlworld.com

FOR SALE - Various Items
♦
Part no.65116-98 A, one pair Screaming Eagle slash
down mufflers to fit 97up 1450 FLSTS or FLSTSCI.
When I say "mufflers" I mean muffled by Lancaster
bomber standards, they are a bit loud. £80 quid.
♦
Part no. 53652-05,gloss black detachable solo luggage rack to fit 00 up Softails with suitable docking
hardware. See the Big Book for fitment table. £60
quid.
♦
A 16x3 laced rear wheel (from an 02 Dyna) Fits 00
to 05 Dynas. £50quid.
♦
Two XL sheepskin flying jackets, one USAAF B1
style with cream sheepskin for all you Superfortress
types and one nice old Irvine type with brown sheepskin for the Biggin Hill look. Tally Ho! £100 quid
each.
ALL the money raised from the sale of these items will go to
the 2007 Hog on the Humber fund.
You can contact me on Harrogate (01423) 888868 or 07961
406524.
Dave Terry
_______________________________
Escort Riders Wanted
A plea for escort riders at my Daughter's (Clare) wedding
on the 18th of August 2007 from Bierley Bradford to Huddersfield. Details to be given nearer the time.
If you are interested please contact David Carrins:
Phone 07739877107 or 07968533863
email: david.carrins@integral.co.uk or dcarrins@aol.com
_______________________________
ROCK DJ FOR HIRE
Chart and party music catered for
too.
Ring Big Pav for free quote
0777 337 3335
_______________________________
CAR BOOT SALE
Don’t forget the car
boot sale for all your
unwanted bits and
pieces. This will be
held at the Club
Meeting on July 4th.
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TAKING THE BIKE ABROAD THIS YEAR?

T

he time of year approaches where plenty of us are
booked on ferries and trips abroad and hopefully
these few tips will help your holiday run a little
smoother.

First time we took our bike on a ferry was 2001 when we
went to our first rally, The European at St. Tropez. As it
was a typical June day were very soon frozen, our open face
helmets had to be augmented with scarves wrapped over
our faces and we thought, “Can’t wait to get to other side
and some warm weather” Ha Ha, off the ferry at Zeebrugge into one of the biggest rain storms I have ever ridden
in.
Anyway as we pressed south the rain stopped but it was still
so cold that we rode in leathers and full rainproof suites for
the remainder of the day. Fortunately the following days
got warmer and consequently became more enjoyable.
It’s important to have the right kit, after 6 riding seasons we
have eventually ended up with jackets that have three layers
and find them the most comfortable of all that we have
tried. Waterproof inner lining which zips out, removable
outer canvas covering a mesh and leather yolk and arm
pieces that these two other bits fit onto, covers any weather
that gets thrown at you. Eventually we might have the right
kit! The jackets even have built in body armour. Have to
say we bought them in The States but doubtless Hayley in
the shop can come up something similar at twice the price
its $ for £s in Vegas.
Anyway the list below should help those that are as new as
we used to be so please feel free to use it and if anything
doesn’t read right then you know how to contact me.
For example, make sure that you have photocopies of all
your essential documents, we ended up in duelling banjo
territory last year and I would not have liked to have had to
hand over my originals.
When they put you on the ferry try to avoid being under the
exhaust for the car deck vents. My bike was covered in crap
once and took ages to clean off, mind you cost P. & O. over
£350 in compensation for new helmets and jacket cleaning!
Also you will have to ensure that the bike is securely tied
down, either become proficient in knots and lines and use
the ropes that they give you or acquire some good ratchet
straps, Note I say acquire, as every Harley that comes into
the country is held down by at least three of these and consequently there are a few places not far from the middle of
Leeds or Doncaster that has a profusion of them! Make sure
that you put a cushion over your seat to prevent the rope or
strap damaging it, I use my jacket usually, also saves carry-

ing it upstairs, some ferry lines provide saddle covers which
are good.
Now the point about the strong rubber band that some
found amusing a few meetings ago, no it is not used like the
tangerine and bin liner to heighten any urges it is simply to
pull the front brake onto the handle bars to hold the bike
steady. Don’t put it on so tight as to blow your seals
though, nice and gentle is all you need. So, tied or strapped
down, in gear, brake held on and not under the ventilation
exhaust are you now going to have to half unload the bike to
get the overnight stuff that you need, we use a small bag to
accommodate just what we need on the ship and lift that off
for the crossing.
Whilst talking about luggage and packing you will find that
you can get more in by rolling t shirts and the like rather
than folding them. They also look better when you take
them out and I am not even gonna start to think about carrying an iron. I get half of one pannier on my Glide; Sue
gets the rest of the hard luggage and the top bag so I have
had to learn to pack tight. Some folk have even taken it as
far as riding in old undies and disposing of them en-route,
they do wear stuff over the top of em of course, well most
of the time!
Breakdown cover is essential, yes even new ones can break
down and you will find that H.O.G. Assist offers very com-
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More Tips on Overseas Biking
(Continued from page 8)

petitive cover as opposed to extending your A.A. or similar
cover.
As regards riding in very hot weather, leathers can be extremely uncomfortable but you pays your money and takes
your choice, as club Safety Officer all I can recommend is
that you wear protective clothing at all times whilst riding,
however it is very nice to ride in t-shirt and jeans and much
cooler, just watch the sun, even a short time will, I promise, badly burn you so use a good sun block.
If you are riding down with a few bikes it is just as well to
sort out who takes what in tools, these can be spread out
amongst several bikes so that things are not duplicated.
Looking to the bike itself, obviously you will have it serviced before you go and have enough tread on your tyres to
get there and back. You will know your tyre pressures of
course, but what are they hot? I run on Nitrogen, it has
quite a few benefits but not least is that the tyres will run
cooler. After covering about 300 miles one day I felt the
tyre casings of my bike and compared it to three others,
very noticeable how much cooler mine were. Now the
unthinkable, accidents can happen and in the unfortunate
event that it happens to you, what arrangements have you
made? Holiday insurance? I.C.E. number on mobile?
(I.C.E. In Case of Emergency allows emergency services to
contact the person that you want informed). Make sure
that you take plenty of photographs to record evidence;
you can’t go back and get them later.
One thing that folk often do when they go on bike rallies of
course is drink more than they usually do, alcohol being a
diuretic will make you loose fluids so drink plenty of water
to top up. One of the first symptoms is cramps in the legs.
Try to eat plenty of bananas!
Anyway, below is a list of items that you may not have considered, if so I hope it helps.
Passports
Vehicle Registration documents
License
Photocopies of essential documents
M.O.T. if applicable
Breakdown policy
Travel Insurance
Tie downs
Rubber bands
Sun block / cream

Wet wipes (makes you more pleasant at lunch time!)
Antiseptic hand cleanser
Tools
Spare lamp bulbs
You are supposed to carry a hi-viz vest in case of breakdown in some countries
Essential telephone numbers list
I.C.E. entry on mobile
Waterproofs
Anti mist for visor
Pillion ornament
First aid kit
Water
Two credit / debit cards in different locations in case
you lose one
Hotel booking details
Bike cleaning / polishing kit.
Tyre gauge
Emergency tyre inflator
Cable ties
Bungee straps
Super glue
Spare plugs
Cool spray
Medication
Waterproof gloves or over gloves
(Continued on page 10)
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B IKING A BROAD (C ONT ’ D )
(Continued from page 9)

If you are riding as a group then you can save a lot of time
by taking it in turns to pay for filling up for the group or a
few bikes at a time. Be careful of telephone masts and
transmitters, quite often they affect the bikes alarm system
and you cannot re arm the ignition. Also do you know how
to enter the alarm code with the indicator switches and
what it is if you have to reset it all?
Sue always starts collecting those small shampoos etc from
hotels about this time of the year, they do the job and tuck
in anywhere.
The whole idea of touring over the other side is that you
enjoy it, and the journey is part of the holiday after all.
One of the best bits of advice that we were given was that if
you haven’t got a hotel reservation, start looking at about
3.30p.m. You need to be able to wind down after the days
ride, have a soak and a drink before diner. Rolling into
town in the middle of the evening to start looking for a
hotel when a few hundred more bikers have the same idea
is no fun.

Friday evening of the rally. It is 6.30p.m. at Ku Damm
which is down by the marina in Fuengirola. It is a German
owned place with plenty of choice. Never been, but folk I
know live there say it is good food and good value. Have a
look at the website for further details and reserve a place if
you like to attend.
Oh, and in closing, a little point for some of our lady pillions, just bear in mind that if you ride on the right (wrong)
side of the road when you pass another bike it will be on
your right. As bikers tend to be a fairly friendly lot it is
customary to wave at other bikers but hard to do when
your right hand is holding open the throttle consequently
they tend to raise their right leg to acknowledge you. This
is in no way a threat or an attempt to push you off your
bike so please do not misinterpret it as one of our ladies did
on her first time over there and “give ‘em the finger in response!” Nice one Sharon, LOL!
Have a good time and keep it shiny side up.
Regards
Mick Pierce

Don’t forget that there is a “Chapter” dinner booked for the

O

C IDER R ALLY

n Friday the 4th May 2007 we set off from our
home in Beverley East Yorkshire for our first
rally, Bridgewater chapter’s Cider Rally. Not
only was this our first rally it was our first time camping, at
least it was the first time camping for my wife Karen
(pronounced KERan and from now on referred to as Ker)
and some 26 years since I last camped.
The trip to the rally had come about as a result of a suggestion by our friends Andy and Karen (usual pronunciation)
late last summer when to my utter amazement Ker was
immediately keen to go having previously said she would
never ever go camping.
I know we could have stayed in a hotel or B&B, but we
wanted to experience the rally to the full – go the whole
HOG you might say.
We set off at 11 o’clock having met up with two other couples we recently met who also live in Beverley, but belong
to the St Ledger chapter, John and Jill and Barry and Sandra. We would have preferred to have travelled the 230ish
miles on A and B roads, but as it would take well over 6
hours we decided to use the motorway and got there in 4
hours.

On arriving at the Sand Bay site close to Western Super
Mare we were welcomed by Bridgewater chapter members
who placed security tags on our bikes and corresponding
ones on the wrists of the riders. We were then directed to
the camping area and we set up camp. This was the first
time our newly acquired tent has been out of the bag!
Andy and Karen helped Ker and me to put up our tent and
we theirs, which made things much easier for all. Once the
tents were erected and we had unpacked we went to explore, register and collect our prized rally Tee shirts and
pins. Sand Bay had offered to provide breakfast and an eve-
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ning meal on each of the three days for
just £30 each which we eagerly paid for
as it meant we did not have to cook
ourselves – well you have to ease into
this camping thing don’t you.
That evening we enjoyed a couple of
drinks in the concert hall, ok so it was
more than a couple, but we sobered up
dancing to the great live music of
STORM and the DJ’s selection which
rivalled Big Pav though not quite
matched. This was followed by Bridgewater’s own Rosie Walters band, but
we missed most of this, as we were so
tired we turned in for our first night in
the tent.
The following day we joined the parade
to Western Super Mare. I have no idea
how many bikes were in the parade and
my photos do not give a true indication, but it was hell of a lot. As always
we really enjoyed group riding with so
many participants we could not see the
lead bike ahead of us or the tailing
bikes behind.

caused me to disturb the sleep of Ker
and probably many other bikers when I
had to leave the tent in order to replenish the worlds water reserves, a
number of times. This time the others
and I stuck to White rum and coke
after drinking wine before joining the
other revellers.

The weather was good and reasonably
warm and we were able to enjoy an ice On the Sunday we chose to join the
cream on the pier and then explore the ride out which was to take in the
town a little.
Quantocks and Exmoor with a visit to
That evening we could not get into the Dunster and Minehead. Fantastic scenery and roads which some found a little
concert hall as even more people had
challenging with very steep inclines and
arrived and we had misjudged how
popular Jack Daniels Experience were tight turns. We could have chosen to
leaving it too late to get a seat. Instead join any one of 5 other ride outs, but
we feel we chose the right one. Minewe sat in the bar area and ended up
missing the band except the last num- head is a lovely little town, which has a
bus service using only vintage buses.
ber when at which point we were intoxicated enough to allow our fellow
revellers the privilege of seeing us
dance. We will make certain to catch
the full act next time. That evening was
jungle themed which went brilliantly
with the next band Rang-A-Tang who
played an excellent mixture of tunes
some of which are associated with
MODs rather than Rockers, but went
down very well just the same. I had
learned a valuable lesson from the previous evening when drinking pints had

stopping it from blowing away. By
midnight it was raining and it continued throughout the night. Because of
the wind we had moved our tents close
to a building to try to get some shelter,
which worked to a degree, and we
managed to sleep well. It was still raining when we packed up after yet another hearty breakfast, but it had
slowed to a drizzle.
We arrived home in Beverley around 3
o’ clock wet and tired. Would we attend another rally and camp again? Too
bloody right we will and immediately
booked for the South of England HOG
rally at the beginning of August. We
are even camping at the HOG on the
Humber and we only live a few miles
away.

The evening was again spent in the
concert hall drinking and dancing. The
bands for this evening were The Poor
Boys a bluesy group and Heroes who
played 80’s tunes both of which went
down really well.

If any of you are attending the South of
England rally it would be great to meet
up with fellow Aire Valley members so
please let us know.

By Sunday night the weather had
started to turn. The wind had got up
during the day and we had come back
from our ride out to find a number of
fellow campers holding down our tent

Andy and Karen Allen

Andy and Ker Sharpe
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f I can take a moment to introduce myself; my name is John
(some of you may know me as
'Memnoch' from web forums such
as Bikersweb, 100% Biker or
Britchopper). As well as being a
biker for over 30 years, I wanted to
tell you about another interest of
mine.
From years of singing and guitar
playing for my own pleasure, I have
finally taken up the challenge of
putting myself out there to perform
for others. I have been playing since
I was 11 and after years of restricting my performances to less sober
moments or just with close friends,
I have decided that you don't get
anywhere unless you go for it and
ask people to give you a shot.
So, here it is... I am a solo, acoustic
guitarist with my own kit and a
varied set-list ranging from good
ole' rockin' blues to more contemporary tracks, with a splash of classic rock and contemporary Country
thrown in - plenty of stuff to sing
along to!

From years of attending rallies and
listening to others, I decided it was
high time to get my arse in gear and
do it - that's where you come in. I
would really appreciate the opportunity to fill a spot at your next
rally, rock night or get together.
2007 is whistling by, so I'm happy
to talk about next year and beyond
if you are all sorted for this year.
What I am offering is a straight set,
no backing, nothing fancy; just me,
my guitar and some of my favourite
tracks, so what do you think? Reasonable rates; ain't gonna do it for
free but not gonna take the mickey
either.
So what do you get for your
money? I would expect to do a 45minute to 1 hour session, and see
myself as perhaps best suited as an
'opener' or as a 'filler' between the
main bands, either for afternoon or
early evening sessions.
Please find attached one of my
cards and feel free to visit my website to make contact or just to say

'Hi'. My mobile number is on there
too, so give me a call if that's easier. Just for info, I am based in
York but distance is not usually a
problem and I'm more than happy
to travel.
I look forward to maybe hearing
from you soon.
John Stuart
www.openface.co.uk
07933 464687
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T

he season is now well under
way and with it much activity
and anticipation (for those of
us going) for the fast approaching sojourn to southern Spain. This can be
seen in some of the recent postings to
the message board and forums. It may
be worth a quick look, to see if anyone
is travelling down at the same time; or
if you are still undecided, are there any
spare tickets for ferries, accommodation or the event itself, advertised on
the message board or forum. The
‘dirty dozen’ who are mad enough to
be going together via Zeebrugge and
riding through Belgium, France and
then Spain, met up at the Doc’s surgery for a drink or ten, last week. To
get a flavour of things to come, Spider
and Digger tried their level best to
demolish my Absinthe, after drinking
half a bottle of a particularly cheeky
95% vintage (mixed with wine) from
my store for the more discerning
guests. Ah, just like the old days…no
quarter given; none taken! Maybe
HOG on the Humber will give us the
opportunity to get some more practice
in?

will soon be a more detailed merchandise page that will inform members of
the available products obtainable at
meetings and their cost. It may also
include a method of ordering ahead of
meetings but not paying, unless you
send cheques in the post.

www.avhog.co.uk

Finally, I will digress, yet again, and
mention Debbie’s (my better half)
forthcoming graduation at Leeds University to receive her PhD. As details
of the event have become known, it is
becoming clear that to arrange an escort there will involve a very early
start: approx. 8am. With that and the
fact that both of us will have to immediately disappear, to don the glad-rags,
[yep, I will be wearing my robes and be
on the stage with all the important people…only joking Deb] it looks like a
more practical solution will be a pickup escort later in the morning. Also,
Debbie is looking into arranging a bash
in the evening, so keep an eye on the
notice board / forum for updates. I
would like to say a special thanks to
those of you who have indicated that
you will be available for the escort.

tried to get this off the ground, despite
no help from official sources, yet, and
only the current FAQs generously
penned by Andy Malham from his well
-known workshop; oh yes, and a good
old Haynes manual. In conjunction
with some technical problems that are
probably not interesting to 99% of you
but involve permissions with hosting
compiler / interpreter software on the
hosting server – see I told you that you
wouldn’t be interested – they have
produced a more standard html version
of FAQs, technical tips and procedures
that are more akin to an on-line manual. Nevertheless, it is a useful beginRide safe and remember…no quarter
ning and the web pages will soon be
Anyway, I digress from my usual
added to the Technical FAQs section of given.
theme of the Aire Valley website.
the website; the pages should also be
Since the last issue the two forums
Dr John
accessible via web-enabled mobile
(Rally and Ride-Out; General Mesphones, which may just help you in a
sage) have begun to ‘take-off’. Increastricky situation. This is a beginning, as
ingly, members are taking the plunge
I mentioned, and I will be continuing
and posting their messages and replies
to improve content and hopefully arto other members’ postings. It is enrange the necessary permissions to encouraging to see that nobody has used
able the expert system software to go
it to get political or abusive – if not
live on-line, as soon as possible. The
why not…only kidding – so, if this
difference with this type of expert sysresource continues to be used by intem software is that it is designed to
creasing numbers of us, it will be a
ask you your problem (s), like chatting
valuable method of direct contact for
with an expert, and then it will suggest
all. So USE IT!!!
a solution. So, instead of chatting with
An up-and-coming resource, I menyourself, you can have a chat with a
tioned at our last monthly meeting and computer. No comment!
in the last edition of the AVT, is the
In addition to this, I have been tweakdevelopment of an expert system or on
ing away as usual and maintaining the
-line maintenance help line. A sort of
web site’s messages, adverts and noBike Doctor! Well, my students have
tices. However, another improvement
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heads in the Stage 3. Common in the Stage 2 build is
the addition of a new CAM. The combination of the 95
inch kit, cam and pistons should get your motorcycle in
or those owners of the Twin Cam Harley David- the 80HP range.
son Motorcycle you may find that the 63 HP
Stage 3: For those with more money to spend you can
your bike has from the factory is not quite
further boost your power 90-95HP by adding new Cylenough power. While the Twin Cam engine is a great
inder Heads and forged pistons. On my 2000 FXSTS
improvement over the 80 inch Evolution motor there
this put me at 96HP and 100 Ft/Lbs of Torque. Deis much that can be done to make more power.
pending on the parts you choose you may get more or
less HP than what's indicated here. The idea was to
Stage 1: The Twin Cam motor in most new Harley
Davidson Motorcycles is stock as an 88 inch twin cylin- provide a basic description of the various stages and
der motor. Stock horsepower is around 63 and makes parts involved. For exhaust I’d recommend for max
midrange benefit choose a two into one system. If you
for a decent ride with generally acceptable power.
must go with a two into two then try and find a manuAdding what is known as a Stage 1 kit can boost this
facturer that specializes in performance like the Python
power to 70+ HP. A typical stage 1 bolt on will include new exhaust, and air cleaner. Some folks will also III. There are many makers of great looking and soundput a carb kit in their stock CV carburetor or bolt on an ing pipes but performance is usually an afterthought.
aftermarket carb like an S&S B or Mikuni HSR42. For
About The Author
those folks with fuel injection a new map can be added
John Gall has been riding Harley Davidson Motorcycle
that will make your motorcycle work well with the
for many years. He runs several websites related to
new exhaust and air cleaner.
motorcycles and Harley Davidsons.
Stage 2: When 70HP isn't enough, you can get to
http://www.whoinventedmotorcycle.com
about 80 HP by adding a big bore kit. You can either
have the cylinders bored out or bolt on new cylinders. http://www.minnesotamotorcyclist.com
Harley sells a 95 inch big bore kit that includes the new
http://www.sturgistravels.com
cylinders and pistons. I'd recommend using Forged
pistons as they can be reused if you decide to add new http://www.hdsportsters.com

Bolt On Power For Your Twin Cam
Harley Davidson, by John Gall

F

Information Campaign To Help Motorcyclists Avoid Dangers In The North

N

ational Grid is constructing a major gas pipeline across the North of England that crosses
many roads popular with thousands of bikers.
I would be grateful if you could let your readers know
that we have put together a special website for motorcyclists where they can get more information to help
them be aware of, or even avoid, the dangerous hazards
associated with our work.

at 60 locations along the route where heavy plant vehicles cross roads. There are many lorries and other slow
-moving pipeline vehicles in the area, often on rural
roads with blind corners. There could also be mud on
the road, although we do our utmost to try to keep
these areas clean. The website maps show the pipeline,
key hazard points and HGV routes.

The work continues throughout 2007, including weekThe pipeline runs from Pannal near Harrogate in North ends. If any of your readers plan to ride in this area,
Yorkshire right across to Nether Kellet near Carnforth would they please visit www.nationalgrid.com/
whatsaroundthecorner for further route information.
in Lancashire – a large region that includes Devil’s
Bridge at Kirkby Lonsdale.
Thanks for your help.
Riders could come across a number of dangers, mainly Phillip Knipe, Project Manager
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Blackpool Ride-Out ↑↓

Hawes ↓

Brigg ↓

See www.avhog.co.uk for more pictures

Aire Valley Officers
Position

Name

Contact details (where appropriate)

Director

Jonnie No-Bike

director@avhog.co.uk

Assistant Director

Pavlo Andrusiak (Big Pav)

assistant-director@avhog.co.uk

Treasurer

Mike Gaunt

treasurer@avhog.co.uk

Membership Secretary

Sandra Gaunt

secretary@avhog.co.uk

Head Road Captain

Mick Pierce

hrc@avhog.co.uk

Activities Officer

Rob Mitchelmore

activities-officer@avhog.co.uk

AVT Editor

Ian McNeill (Mac)

editor@avhog.co.uk

Photographer

Eddie Clark (Bad Ed)

photographer@avhog.co.uk

New Members Rep

Shaz Ryder

new-mem-sec@avhog.co.uk

Safety Officer

Mick Pierce

safety@avhog.co.uk

Webmaster

John Elliott

webmaster@avhog.co.uk

Sponsoring Dealer

Eddy Wright

eddy@eddywrightmotorcycles.com
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Aire Valley HOG welcomes the following New
Members since the last edition of the AVT
Mark &Karen Stothers from Shipley 28/2
Mark Dixon & Julie Doughty from Garforth 28/2
Martin Lawrence from Bradford 2/3
Ian Cockerham & Sharon McMahod from Leeds 5/3
Pete Hart from Huddersfield 6/3
Andrew Naylor from Burnley 6/3
Steve & Tracey Greenall from Leeds 8/3
Ian &Angela Garrick from Pudsey 8/3
Dr Paul Miller from Barnoldswick Lanes 8/3
Russell Casey &Sandra Walton from Batley 21/3
Peter Pattinson from Cumbria 21/3
Richard Camenzul from Holmfirth 4/4
Robert &Julie Hall from Harrogate 4/4
Penelope Reeves & Nigel Hill from Huddersfield 4/4
Ken Allen from Harrogate 13/4
Guy & Helen Kendall from Ilkley 13/4
David Lamin & Sue Harrison from Horsforth 18/4

07773-373335

07836-752226

0113-234-0717

33 N EW M EMBERS
Richard & Mary Wilkinson from Horsforth 18/4
Colin & Courtney Young from Harrogate 9/5
Ed & Karmen Lawson 11/5
Total Membership now:271 Riders,
121 Pillions
392 Total

